
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

PSYCHOSES.
[87] Influenza and melancholy-K. A. MENNINGER. Jour. Nerv. anid

Ment. DT.s.. 1921, liii, 257.
THE author su-mmarizes the literature on the subject thus (1) Many
people, after influenz,e experience an emotional depression with mnore or
less general psychic depression for a greater or shorter period of time, blut
wvhich is uisuially not severe enouigh to be regarded as a psychosis or e .-en
as a neurosis. It was ascribed thirty years ago by Chuirch to cardiac
incompetencyr, and since then by divers writers to variouis physical
inadequacies, the most recenit of wvhich has been hypo-adrenalism. It is
genierally agreed that it consists in feelings of lassitude, weakiness,
fatigability, incompetence, irritability, aind melancholv. (2) After the
inifluienza epideicic of 1890-2 there were manv cases of psychoses in which
depression was a pre-eminent symptom, and althouLgh it is scarcelv likelv
that all of the cases wxhich were given the name melancholia wholly deserved
it, it is possible that there were relativelv more cases of 'manic-depressive
psychosis' than have been observed following the recent epidemic.
(3) Depression has not been a frequent symptom in the psvehoses subse-
quieint to the recent influienza epidemic, nor has the manic-depressive
l)sYchosis been even a relatively frequlent form of disease entity. The
great mass- of literature agrees on this point.

He points out that depressioin is either a phase of the manic-depressive
or cyclothymic psvehosis, or symptomatic in such conditions as paresis,
cerebral tunmouir, etc. He quiotes eighteen cases, and concluides that
(1) The quiestion of emotional pathology as the product of influenza is a
poinit of much practical and theoretical interest. (2) Depression has beeni
regarded as an almost uiniversal seqi-ela of influenza, but uipon analysis
it appears that three distinct types of depression shoutld be recognized.
(3) First, there are the mnild syndromes frequently seen by the general
practitioD)er in normal individuials for some time after the attack of
iinfluenza. and variotusly ascribed in the literature to cerebral toxcmia.
cardiac incompetence, and hypo-adrenalismi. These never, or rarel,
become severe enough to be regarded as psychoses. Aside from these.
the number of cases of post-inifluienzal depressions is remarkably small.
(4) Seconidlv, there are severe depressions even reaching the frankly
psychotic deguee, and frequientlv terminated by suicide, which, because
of more or less obvious dependence upon some gross physical pathologfy
stuch as cerebral ha-morrhage, tabes dorsalis, exhaustion, etc., might be
adequately called reactive or symptomatic depressions. The literatuire
wouild indicate that these were far more frequient after the influeniza
epidemic of 1890-2 than they had beeni in the recent waves of iniflulenlza.
(5) Thirdlv, instances of maniic-depressive psychosis of typical formiis
(manic, mixed, and depressed) may be precipitated bv influenza either as
the first attack or as recuirrent attacks in individuais with a history of
pre6ious episodes. (6) C1yclothymic depressions are more frequientlv p)re-
cipitated than manic attacks, and are far more apt to be precipitated as
first attacks; the manic or mixed forms, onl the other handi, occulr in equial
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numbers as first anid later attacks. (7) The occutrrence of manic-depressive
psyehosis is, on the wNhole, relativ-ely inifrequieint. Of 175 eases in his series
of psvchoses associated \with influienza, onlv 10 belong to this grouip.
(8) Depression as a symnptonm in the other influienizal psychoses was
relatively inifrequleint in the reeent epidemics.

R. G. GORDON.
[88] Tertiary syphilitic psychoses other than paresis.-BURTON PE.TER

THOMN. Amier. Jour. Insan., 1921, lxxvii, 503.
FEW observers have investigated the important suibject of the syphilitic
factor in psychoses other than paresis. Alfred Gordon, of Philadelphia.
has stuidied 23 cases for an extended period. One grouip consisted of 5
cases inl which the psychoses developed in the secondary stage, and the
other of 18 cases noted in the tertiary stage. In 3 of these trauima was
recenit, and the writer thinks this factor mtust not be disregarded. In the
trauimatic cases there were no halluteinationis, butt only a mild confiusional
state with some amnesia and slight deliriutm in the evening. In one case
Korsakoff's syndrome w%as seen without any polyneutritis. The remaining
cases of tertiary syphilitic psychoses were recorded as: 6 manic-depressives
3 had paranoia; 2 showed involutional melaineholia ; 3 displayed progressive
dementia. Manic-depressive insanity when dute to svphilis is difficuilt to
diagnose from paresis ; butt if the foutr reactions, the immobility of the
puipils, and the loss of the patellar reflex are in evidenee, paresis is present.
If they are only partially present, the possibility of a syphilitic psyehosis
other than paresis may be coinsidered. Lewis Ml. Gaiines states he has seen
idioey, imbecility, maniia, melancholia, dementia praxcox, and paranoia all
cauised by syphilis, aInd he sutggests that a satisfactory classification can be
made on the pathologic anatomy of the lesions. The psyehic symptoms
depend oIn the type of lesion and its anatomical site. W! hen the base is
attacked, stuipor is apt to be prominent, thouigh well-developed psyehoses
may domiinate the pictutre. Syphilis of the convexity preseiits a different
aslect. Some of the suiggestive symptoms of cerebral syphilis in its various
forms are given, and the differentiation from paresis is discuissed. It is
lpointed ouit that infection may be a psychic trauima, and thus may hasteii
an incipieint psychosis or cautse the development of such in those pre-
disposed. Althouigh there is nio psychosis pathogniomonic of syphilis as
far as the mental synmptoms are coincerned, there is no psychosis which
cainnot be cautsed by syphilis. Thom believes that a cutre cani be effected
if early diagnosis is made and intensiv-e treatment with sal-arsan and
mercuirv at oInce uindertaken ; butt the mental scars remain, and the patienit
is never as well mentally as he was before.

C. STAN-FORD READ.

[891 Hallucinations in a case of schizophrenia.-HENRY DEVINE. Jour.
of' Ment. Sci., 1921, lxvii, 172.

Tiiis is a most interestinig and instructive stutdy of the halltucinatory
phenlomenIa in a remarkably communicative and intelligenit sutbject of
schizophrenia. The hallulcinations are auiditory in character, and are
believed by the patient to emanate from a set of personal entities which
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he terms the 'Strengths' becatuse of the controlling influieince which they
possess for him. The essential history of the case is to the effect that the
patient fuilly realizes that he possessed certain tendencies of a cruielty or
sadistic natuire, against which, in the couirse of his life, he had had to exert
a considerable degree of self-control; and, though he admits that on several
occasions he had gone ouit of his way to give himself a partial gratificationi
of these desires, he never gave way to conduct which was totally incom-
patible with the rest of his cultuired ideals.

At the age of 35 he began to experience the hallutcinations. According
to him, the 'Strengths' are individtuals of diabolical ingenulity and of great
power and resouirce; they know all his past and throw it all uip against
him, particutlarly his thoughts, his suppressed but self-acknowledged
uinpleasant desires, and his little gratifications which he believed were
kniown only to himself. They command him to perpetrate acts in accord-
ance with his disorderly tendencies, they twit him with what he has done
in the past, and they command him to do penance for his misdeeds or
mis-thouights by the performance of endless acts of expiation. They
command practically his entire field of attention, and his will is power-
less to withstand their influtence.

Dr. Devine regards the case as being one of an isolated crtuelty trend
(or possibly one of an abnormal 'will-to-power' trend) in a personality built
uip uipon a basis of highly-cuiltured ideals. The isolated trend had no ouitlet
throuigh the consciouis personality, thouigh it was, and still is, within the
awareness of the personality. As Dr. Devine points ouit, there is the
possible method of relieving the strtuggle by means of a phantasy develop-
menit; buit here the energy conteint of the trend was too intense to permit
of peace with only a phantasy gratification, for the stubject always realizes
that the phantasy is unreal ; consequently a trute dissociation occturred,
with the produiction of the authoritative auiditory halluicinations. These,
by reason of their complete objectivitv, so far as the patient is concerned,
came to dominate the personality entirely, and so achieved the complete
gratification of the abhorrent desires.

ThoM3As BEATON.

[90_1 Contributions to the study of involutional paranoia (Beitrage
zur Kenntnis der Involutionsparanoia). PAUL BOHNEN. Allg.
Zeits. f. Psychiat., 1921, lxxvi, 451.

INVOLUTIONAL paranoia was described by Kleist in 1912 as characterized
by a distruistfuil state of mind with manic-depressive fluicttuations, and by
misinterpretations and memory falsifications in accordance with this affect.
In addition, there existed a pectuliar intellectuial distturbance, a combiina-
tion of thouight retardation and fixation with flight of ideas. Some of his
patients stuffered from halltucinations, preponderantlv auiditory in natlure.
The deltusions that were present were the resuiltants of all these processes.

The disease developed insidiouisly or advanced with acuite ouitbreaks,
each of which left the patient worse. It began duiring the period of sexuial
involution, affected those with a " hypoparanoidal constituition " by
exaggerating their morbid traits, and was mtuch more frequient in women
than in men.
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He ascribed it to the metabolic displacement resulting from failure of
the sexual internal secretions. It was not due to a destructive organic
process, for he found defect phenomena (slight attention weakness) in only
one-third of his cases, and in these the disease had already been present
for periods varying from nine to twenty years. Two cases only had demon-
strable arteriosclerosis producing symptoms. Kleist was inclined to
consider the organic basis as one analogouis to the physiological processes
of growth and arrest of the brain which are constantly occurring througholut
life. He emphasized the relationship of this involutionial paranoia to the
manic-depressive disease group, particularly to the depressed conditions
of later life.

Dr. Bohnen describes here four cases which tallied exceedingly closely
with the above definition; three were women, one a man. In all four
of them delusions were present, linked to a conviction of injury and an
exaggerated idea of their importance.

The last case developed rapidly, and his delusions were confined to
the field of his personal rights, a querulant. AVhere erotic delusions were
present, the loved one was also the persecutor. The delusions were in the
main plauisible, and related to persons in the patient's immediate environ-
ment. But stranger coInvictioIns could develop-as in one patient who
felt herself in secret communiicatioin with her beloved, and interpreted
every happening to her as a message from him. These patients showed no
intellectuial deficiency, and their personalities were fuilly developed, so that
paranoid defect psychoses and schizophrenia were out of the question.

Isolated incidents were first misinterpreted, and then later these were
brought together, although contradictions could co-exist in this fusion,
which varied in degree. If the delusional formations were stripped of their
externals of circumstance, the affect of mistrust was seen to be present in
all, associated with irritability, sensitiveness, scorn, or sense of rights in
the several cases. These delusions were accompanied by strong feeling;
incidents were distorted and related to the patient's self. Physical distlur-
bances due to illness or incidental to the period of life were sometimes
startinig-points of delusionis, but played only a minor part. Memory
disturbanices occurred, btut rarely free fabrication. Two of the cases
had auditory hallucinations. Intellectually there was found excessive
productivity in relation to the delusions; elsewhere retardation of ideas.
Deluisions tended to repeat themselves in stereotyped manner, and to
break in Uponi associations to other topics.

Arteriosclerosis was hardly perceptible in three of the cases; blut the
last one had remains of a slight hemiplegia, which had come on seven years
after the beginning of his mental trouble. Near relatives of two of the
other three cases had died of apoplexy. The three women became ill at
the climacterium, and the disease reached its height about ten years later.
One of the women had been sexuially pruidish; the manl was querulant
before his breakdown; in both of them these traits were exaggerated by
the disease. Some relatives of these patients showed evidence of manic-
depressive disturbances, and involutional paranoia is probably related to
this psychosis. H. XV. HILLS.
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